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For the classical one-dimensional problem in the calculus of variations, a necessary condition that the integral be lower semicontinuous is that the integrand be convex as a function of the derivative. We shall see that, if the problem is properly posed, then this condition is also necessary for the ^-dimensional problem. For the one-dimensional problem this condition is also sufficient. For the A>dimensional problem this condition is shown to be sufficient subject to an additional hypothesis. For the one-dimensional problem there is an existence theorem if the integrand grows sufficiently rapidly with respect to the derivative, and this result also holds for the ^-dimensional problem, subject to an additional hypothesis. Some of these additional hypotheses are automatically satisfied for the one-dimensional problem.
Let G be a bounded domain in R*, A -G X R^, Z be the space of (N X A:)-matrices andFGφX Z). If y: G -> R* is smooth, let I F (y) = J G F(x y y(x), y\x)) dx where y\x) is the matrix of partial derivatives oiy.
If k = N = 2 and if F(a, b, p) = | det p | then I F is the area integral which is lower semicontinuous though F is not convex in p for fixed (a, b) . Thus the one-dimensional results do not, apparently, generalize.
There where
We define a class AC of transformations j for which each component of j; and each component of J(y), defined in a distribution sense, is in L = L(G). We consider /(y) to be the basic integral, not I F (y).
Let T = range r. If A: = 1 then T= Yand Γcan be identified with Z so that f=F.ln general, however, setting f θ° r -F θ defines f θ on T C Y where T ΦY. Let us say that / is T-conυex if f θ can be extended to a function which is convex over all of Y for each θ G A. Please notice that we do not require that/^ be convex. What we do require is that there exist a convex function over all of Y which extends f θ . Then a necessary condition that / be lower semicontinuous is that / be Γ-convex. If the extended function is also continuous over A X Y, then the condition is also sufficient.
In some applications/, rather than F, may be given initially [1] .
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If k > 1 then the parametric problem is not covered by the existence theorem. Even worse, the dichotomy into parametric and non-parametric problems no longer seems feasible. If k -N -2 and if F(θ, p) -\ det p | 2 then / is not parametric. Since it is invariant under smooth area-preserving changes of variables, it has something of the distinguishing feature of parametric integrals. Here r ~ 5 andf θ (t) depends upon a single component of t. Thus/0 does not grow with || /1|.
The starting point of this paper is [5] . Morrey's sufficiency condition for quasiconvexity gave the idea of using / rather than F. That idea, together with the notion of the Cesari-Weierstrass integral [2] and the ideas used in [7] and [8] led to the sufficient condition. The compactness results are familiar [6] . The consistent use of quasilinear functions to approximate continuous functions, rather than Lipschitzian or smoother functions, is standard in area theory, especially in Cesari's papers. 
The components of /(y) are, except possibly for sign, the components of τ(y'). Thus there is no loss in generality in ordering the rows of the submatrices in such a way that we can identify J(y) with τ(y').
3. To obtain the necessary condition for lower semicontinuity we require some information about T. It is not hard to verify that Y is the convex hull of Γ.
Let us say that / is lsc if I(y) < liminf I(y n ) whenever y n converges uniformly to y, y n and y satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition (which may depend upon the sequence) and y n -y is quasilinear with support contained in a cube contained in G. (See Def. 4.4.2, [6] .)
If N>k and if f(θ, q) =/(0,(O,...,O, -q\... 9 q r )) for each θ (Ξ A then we say that / depends only upon Jacobians of maximum rank.
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and let h > 0. Let p G Z. Then β is partitioned into 3* cells by the hyperplanes x a = ±A/2, a -1,...,Λ:. Each of these cells, except hQ, is then subdivided into A:! simplexes whose vertices are contained in the set of vertices of the containing cell. Let S be the set of all these simplexes. Now we define α continuous (quasilinear) function ξ on Q into R^ by putting ζ( 
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Proof. ltθ(ΞA let g(θ, [*]) = g θ ([+]) = /«,([£]). (See §2.) Now let
= i(y)
and I h is lsc. Thus Λ is Γ-convex. In a natural way Y = dom /^ C dom /*#.
Furthermore, Λ^ extends f θ \ T. Thus g θ -h θ \ Y is an extension of /# | T which is convex over all of Y.
4. In this section we define a class of transformations, which we call AC, on which / is defined. This class is probably not a vector space. Proof. If (i) holds then II j II} is uniformly bounded so that there exists a sequence {y n } in 9IL(^) and £ G (iJJ" such that y n -y o -fin "
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Thus y n -y o -> ξ in L. Let y -y o + ξ. By passing to a subsequence we can suppose that y n (x) -* j(x) a.e. By the bounded convergence theorem, y n * "* ^* ^n (A*)^ where s = />/(/* -1) is Lebesgue conjugate to p. If (ii) holds then there exists a sequence {y n } in ®ffL(y o ) and f E {H qo ) N such that Λ -^-f in (#,,,)". Thus, by Th. 3.5.3, [6] , y n -*yin L t where 1/ί = l/#~~ I/A: = (fc -l)/2& so that t is conjugate to #. The theorem follows by induction, Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.7.
5. We make use of a type of convexity studied by Tonelli to show that Γ-convexity is sufficient for lower semicontinuity.
According to Tonelli, a Γ-convex function / is semi-regular positive semi-normal if for each 0 E A, p, q E Y with q φ 0, there exists λ E R such that 2/(0, p) </(0, p + λq) + /(0, p -λq).
For the following lemma see Turner [10] . 
